Closing the Sale

™

INFLUENCE DECISIONS TO ACHIEVE WIN-WIN OUTCOMES
THE CHALLENGE

PLAN your sales activities.

Research from CSO Insights 2011 showed that only
one out of six sales presentations had greater than
a 50% chance of resulting in a sale. We feel many
salespeople — even solid professionals — lose a sale for
two common reasons:
CLOSE more
consistently.

2. The sales presentations are information rich and
decision poor. The presentations end in “thanks a
lot,” “we’ll think about it,” or “Hey — could you leave
us some of the PowerPoint® slides?” Critically, no
decision is made.

THE SOLUTION
With the right advocacy skills, you demonstrate more effectively
how your solution will help your client get what they want and
need. In this program you will learn how to win deals more
consistently by applying the skillsets of top performers.

Top Performer Differentiators:
•

They sell with the intent to achieve win-win outcomes.

•

They skillfully prepare and create the conditions for good
decision-making in every client meeting.

•

They spend less time talking at the client and more time
discussing with the client those decisions that will best serve the
client's needs.

•

They follow a simple, reliable process for good decision-making.

OUR PROMISE: You and your sales team can become significantly
better at closing more deals as you apply the mindsets, skillsets,
and toolsets of top performers over the course of 12 weeks.

CLOSE

1. Sales presentations are often lost before they are
ever given. Sales people present to open the sales
cycle, rather than presenting to close.

FILL your
pipeline with
qualified
opportunities.

QUALIFY opportunities through
or out of the pipeline.

OUR CLIENTS HAVE REPORTED:

41%
increase in

WIN RATES

$54 Million

incremental revenue
...and more!

THE ULTIMATE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
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MODULE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

THE CLOSING ZONE
(75 mins)

•

Carefully organize each client call to influence and benefit the client's
decision-making process.

•

Begin narrowing decisions that lead to the final business decision.

IDENTIFY THE END IN
MIND DECISION
(55 mins)

•

Determine the one decision the client needs to make at the end of
the meeting.

•

Ensure that the decision is client-centric, is singular, and that "no" is an
acceptable answer.

ADDRESS CLIENT KEY
BELIEFS™
(40 mins)

•

Demonstrate the ability to validate the Client's Key Beliefs to their
satisfaction.

•

Develop proof points that enable the "End in Mind Decision."

RESOLVE OBJECTIONS
(130 mins)

•

View objections as an opportunity, rather than a threat.

•

Apply a predictable, three-part approach to resolving objections.

•

Develop a plan to influence the conditions for good decision-making
before each client meeting.

•

Focus on achieving win-win outcomes.

•

Prepare a powerful opening and closing for each client meeting.

READINESS ASSESSMENT

PRACTICE CARDS

PREPARE THE CONDITIONS
FOR GOOD DECISION MAKING
(70 mins)
CLOSING CALL PLAN
12-WEEK PLAYBOOK
IMPLEMENTATION VIDEOS

12-WEEK IMPLEMENTATION PLAYBOOK

PARTICIPANT KIT
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COVEY

Best-selling author

For more information, visit
www.franklincovey.com/closingbook

—STEPHEN M. R.
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•

Each week, for 12 weeks, participants implement the
principles they learned in the work session as they
practice and apply the principles in more depth.
Participants are held accountable through a regularly
scheduled report back to their sales leaders and/or
peer coaches.
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$19.95 U.S/$21.96 Can.
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5 SALES SKILLS FOR
ACHIEVING WIN-WIN OUTCOMES

Closing the Sale

This title is also available as an
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•

closing

Simultaneously insightful and yet immensely
practical and useful—for both sales leaders
and sales professionals alike.

Qualifying
Closing
Opportunities
the Sale
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FOREWORD BY STEPHEN M. R. COVEY

What differentiates the top sales professionals from the average ones? Experienced
sales coaches Craig Christensen, Sean Frontz,
and Dennis Susa suggest that it is an intent to
help clients succeed plus an ability to enable
clients to make good decisions. By applying
a key mindset and five essential skills to the
closing process, salespeople at any level can
learn how to increase their win rate more
frequently and predictably.
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CRAIG CHRISTENSEN / SEAN FRONTZ / DENNIS SUSA

SPP140476 Version 1.2.0

Practice Cards

SPP131505 Version 1.0.4

• Participant Guidebook
• 12-Week Implementation Playbook
• USB Flash Drive with
implementation videos and tools
• Closing Book
• Practice Cards

For more information about FranklinCovey’s Helping Clients Succeed: Closing The Sale, please contact our Client Partner at
(65) 6819 9400 or email to info@franklincovey.com.sg.

THE ULTIMATE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
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